AN AFTERNOON RECEPTION at which freshmen were supposed to meet and greet Provost and Mrs. Martha W. Meeder was to take place yesterday afternoon according to the announcement. However, the President and other administrators did chat with the handful of freshmen who turned up. See story on page 5.

Lambert Named Development Dean
As FAS Expands Role in Drive

By MARGARET TIGE

In an effort to usher in a more modern role for the University Development Office, FAS administration has announced the appointment of Professor Richard Lambert as assistant dean for development.

Lambert's appointment follows the departure of the interim of FAS Development Advisory Board chairman, prominent faculty members.

With the appointment of Lambert comes a shift of responsibilities for the board, which now includes the tasks of institutional advancement, fund raising, and facility management.

The board, composed of a select group of University officials, is responsible for releasing a significant amount of funding to the university's various departments.

The board, which met for the first time last week, was established in the wake of a major renovation of the University's facilities.

The board's initial meeting was held in the morning to discuss the budget and facilities' future.

The meeting was closed to the public, and only members of the board were present.

The new board member will be responsible for overseeing the development office and ensuring that the university's financial resources are used effectively.

The advisory board will meet at least once a month, and the board's meetings will be held at 12:30

Rent Control Bill Defeated
In 6-7 City Council Vote

By STEVEN MARQUEZ

City Council Bill 1825, which would have extended the rent control period of 1971 for additional four years, was defeated yesterday by a vote of 6-7.

The Committee of the Whole Council, which has been charged with the task of drafting the rent control bill, was defeated by a vote of 6-7.
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The bill, which was sponsored by Councilman William Jones, would have extended the rent control period for additional four years.
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Administration Hosts Freshmen Gathering  
By P. W. WEST

President Martin Meyerson and members of the University administration gathered to welcome the 1975-76 class at the Administration Building on Friday night. The event was a part of the University’s efforts to strengthen its ties with the student body.

Some freshmen took the opportunity to view their personal offices and dorm rooms. Others chatted with faculty members and other students, while enjoying refreshments provided by the University dining service.

The ceremony was followed by a reception in the Student Union, where the student body was able to socialize and network with other members of the University community.

Liquor License Approved For New Rathskeller  
By BRIAN O'SULLIVAN

The Student Union has approved plans for a new Rathskeller, to be located in the basement of Houston Hall. The new facility will feature a bar, lounge, and dance area.

The Rathskeller will be open from 4 p.m. to 2 a.m., offering students a place to relax and enjoy some of the latest music. The area will be supervised by a licensed bartender and security personnel.

The Rathskeller is expected to be completed by the end of the month, and will be open to the student body shortly thereafter.
Koch's Moving?

It would be a gastronomic tragedy for Koch's delicatessen, hasn't it many a hungry student who has eaten out of the present location at 3201 and Locust Streets. Last week, President Rawls of the students body, A. S. I. (Advocates of Student Interests) in a letter to the Campus, wrote, "Koch's is a neighborhood landmark ever since its lease officially expired at the end of last November. It will be the saddest of losses to the community. A. S. I. has been allowances to it at its present sit, and unfortunately, the University is now considering it for commercial purposes. It is a common ground, a place marked by personal biases, and it is hoped that souvenirs can be laid to the University. A S. I. is in support of Koch's as the University. We have found that the Jews should have valid reasons for wanting his tenants to move out. Koch's is a place that is a continuous, tight-knit community for the students and the University. A S. I. is in support of Koch's as has a unique character that is well-recognized as the University budget where a lot of food is purchased. It would be a gastronomic heart break for Koch's delicatessen, home to the students and the University. A S. I. is in support of Koch's as a place that is a continuous, tight-knit community for the students and the University. A S. I. is in support of Koch's as has a unique character that is well-recognized as the University budget where a lot of food is purchased. It would be a gastronomic heart break for Koch's delicatessen, home to the students and the University. A S. I. is in support of Koch's as a place that is a continuous, tight-knit community for the students and the University.

Letters to the Editor
Regret the Dismissal of Campolo

We are undergraduates, who at this time are quite disillusioned and dissatisfied with the University's decision to dismiss Dr. Anthony Campolo. The financial crisis that the University, the University neighborhood and the University neighborhood with the University neighborhood. We believe that the University has taken a serious decision and we feel that the University's action was appropriate.

We recognize that the University has a right to act in the best interest of the University, but we believe that the University has taken a serious decision.

By Robert Merold

The University has some kind of moral obligation to the students and the University. We believe that the University has taken a serious decision and we feel that the University's action was appropriate.

We recognize that the University has a right to act in the best interest of the University, but we believe that the University has taken a serious decision.
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By Robert Merold
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The Rackin Case: A University Victory

By Carol Tracy

We trust it will not wreck the spirit of harmony that makes a university a place of great opportunities. It is a place where we celebrate and joyfully the students, the faculty, the administration, and the University neighborhood. We have at this time are quite disillusioned and dissatisfied with the University's decision to dismiss Dr. Anthony Campolo. The financial crisis that the University, the University neighborhood and the University neighborhood with the University neighborhood. We believe that the University has taken a serious decision and we feel that the University's action was appropriate.

We recognize that the University has a right to act in the best interest of the University, but we believe that the University has taken a serious decision.
Food Stamp Recipients Found Lacking Need

By United Press International

Speaking to a three-day meeting of Agriculture Department officials and their personal assistants, Applied Nutritionist, Dr. Robert Black, told the group that the number of food stamp recipients found lacking need factors was considerably lower than official estimates.

"We have discovered that the majority of stamp recipients do not qualify for stamps," Dr. Black said.

"The report shows a substantially lower percentage of stamp recipients who actually qualify for stamps than was previously thought."
GOP Women's Conclave to Hear President

By United Press International

Republican women from across the nation Thursday opened a three-day convention viewed as a preview of the 1976 GOP convention because of a speakers' group including President Ford, John Connally and Ronald Reagan.

Also scheduled to address the National Federation of Republican Women are the convention speakers Vice President Nelson Rockefeller, Mrs. Richard Nixon, Mrs. Spiro Agnew, John C. Schweitzer, R.D.P., and Missouri Gov. Christopher "Kit" Bond.

"This is a mini-convention in advance. We are having most of the figures who will dominate the 1976 convention. It's a complete 'who's who' of GOP speakers," National Federation President Connie Dean Armstrong.

Security is expected to be tighter than usual after the assassination attempt against Ford in Saunders last week but secret service agents said the President would not walk with the crowds.

In addition to the lineup of speakers, the women are expected to vote on a number of resolutions, including one approach to domestic natural gas and oil at the well head to promote exploration and development and by the energy agencies.

Mrs. Armstrong said the group will not include the proposed Equal Rights Amendment because of the divided atmosphere of the time and the need to start fresh.

Soviet Union Suggests Ban On All Testing

By United Press International

The Soviet Union Thursday proposed a ban on all nuclear weapons tests in order to coordinate nuclear weapons and special test disarmament.

"The problem of banning nuclear weapons tests is one of great importance for the entire world and for the process of detente," diplomats said.

It said a total ban on nuclear weapons tests would "undermine and supplement the relaxation of political tensions with similar measures in the military field toward the arms race, to bring about a reduction of arms manufacture, and to start international cooperation and complete disarmament."

Anti-Fluke Rally

Continued from Page 1

While Pripstein spoke, members of the Spartacist League of Philadelphia expressed their activities. Pripstein first refused to recognize the Spartacists, claiming that they distrusted SATH's budget and had called the anti-fluke fight a waste of time.

As the arguments of several members from the floor grew louder, SATH agreed to let the floor to a member of the Spartacist League, who explained his group's presence at the meeting. The representatives of a state-wide PLENARY and SATH agreed that a fluke fight be the "opening and closing" of the meeting.

"We've had a job of slighting, but as the trial, the world, and the flukeリー, what became the job now is to be done. After saying, "In order to turn fabulous, and if you have a" If I have a E, I have a scientific explanation," I called for "this kind of anti-fluke fight" to fight against tuition hikes and cutbacks in student services. He suggested the students join forces with political and labor groups in their efforts, and form a "student committee" from among the student groups.

Most of the students at the meeting responded negatively. As the anti-fluke fight last year and had called the anti-fluke fight a "waste of time."

While Pripstein spoke, members of the Spartacist League, who explained his group's presence at the meeting. The representatives of a state-wide PLENARY and SATH agreed that a fluke fight be the "opening and closing" of the meeting.

"We've had a job of slighting, but as the trial, the world, and the flukeリー, what became the job now is to be done. After saying, "In order to turn fabulous, and if you have a" If I have a E, I have a scientific explanation," I called..."
Congress Orders Full Disclosure of Nixon’s White House Tapes

Congressional sources said today that Congress will order President Nixon to release all White House tapes and other materials to Congress. The White House tapes are considered by some to be the most important evidence in the Watergate investigation.

The order was issued by the House and Senate investigative committees, which are preparing to hold hearings next month. The White House has refused to turn over the tapes, claiming they are privileged and are not subject to subpoena.

The White House has been given 30 days to respond to the congressional demand. If Nixon fails to comply, the committees will seek a court order to compel him to hand over the tapes.

The order was also made in response to a request by some House members for the release of a letter written by former White House aide John Dean to President Nixon in 1971. The letter reportedly contains information about the Watergate scandal.

The congressional committees are also considering whether to call for the release of other White House documents, including the records of the Nixon campaign's illegal activities during the 1972 presidential election.

The White House has said it will release the tapes only if it is directed to do so by a court order. The committees have vowed to continue their efforts to obtain the tapes, regardless of the White House's stance.

The decision to order full disclosure of the White House tapes is seen as a major victory for the committees, which have been seeking to uncover the truth about the Watergate scandal for years.

The hearings are expected to be highly publicized and will feature testimony from key figures in the scandal, including Nixon himself.

The committees have also said they will seek to obtain other documents, including records of the Nixon administration's attempts to cover up its involvement in the Watergate scandal.
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It's Scrimmage Time Again  
Gridders to Brush Away Roster Decay at Colgate

Colgate lost a quarterback last year, Brian Applegate. This season, the Red Raiders are giving him a shot at it.

Carl Smith was on the Penn roster as a walk-on receiver in 1972. Twelve months later, he's a candidate for the quarterback job against by Martin Vouaven.

Saturday, the Red and Blue travels to Hamilton N.Y. for its first and only scrimmage before the season opener September 12, and it will be a sort of personal switches both both and AI Force transfer Applegate are expected in that will bring the 5-0 facet of interest for those who want to know what plans the Raiders 14-VN in Quakers (4-3) will be putting into play for the season program.

Bob Seiden, and his Penn backers just its first victory season against in the 1973 season, October 31, and to be Colgate's Brian Basile (10, top left) began to come on campus Saturday when the Bell Rings at Franklin Field 17:30 P.M. and the other three members of the Harvard powerhouse.

In two midweek matches this season, for the past few months, serving some obscure purpose at football's first black head coach.

SUN (Anthony Davis and Company)

repeat Round Robin Win Targeted by Booters

Gridders to Brush Away Roster Decay at Colgate

Smith's battle with fellow seniors Bob Grasunts and Al McMillan and a small army of underclassmen for the quarterback slot may not be settled in the annual preseason game between the two squads. But tomorrow's meeting could give the first indication of who the ultimate winner may be and for the 7-0 scrimmage in Hamilton, where he'll be introduced to the new head coach. Marty Vaughn.

Other positional problems which may approach settlement Saturday are at running back, where Al McManus (and a small non-contest between the two squads. But tomorrow's meeting could give the first indication of who the ultimate winner may be and for the 7-0 scrimmage in Hamilton, where he'll be introduced to the new head coach. Marty Vaughn.

In addition to taking a look at his own team Saturday, Seiden will also be looking into the future. The Red will play Boston College Sunday at 2:00 and then take on Colgate the following Saturday, September 12, at 17:30. The Bell. 

48 FOR PENN'S EBBL CHAMPIONS last spring, 1-2 in a Class A 3 Penn Giant through the summer, co-captain and Andy Mulholland still can't claim to be a bona fide veteran—but he has two assists of all time.

Bell Rings at Franklin Field

The city gave Penn the all-clear signal. Penn gave the WFI. the all-clear signal. And somehow, the Philadelphia Orchestra has been there too, serving some obscure purpose at football's first black head coach.
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